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INTRODUCTION
Research and experiments are conducted constantly to explain or theorize about man's environment and those things
associated with it.

Some of these experiments must be con-

ducted under exacting conditions such as the absence of light,
sound, moisture, dust, and contaminants that allmv unde#tsirable variation to enter the results.

Many times conditions

such as temperature, moisture, or space must be closely controlled and governed to obtain accurate observations and results to draw valid conclusions about man and the world
around him.

Improper conditions which result in inaccurate

observations can only lead to "jumping" to the \vrong conelusions.

If man builds his knowledge on such a faulty

foundation

..LL.

knowledge.

~.L.

can

Man has learned this from history.

Today man

eliminates some of these mistakes by controlling those sources
of environmental variation which result in errors.
We will concern ourselves in this paper only with the
factors of temperature, moisture, and space.

The

enviror~ent

chamber has become the common name for a system to regulate
and control these three factors.

Environment chambers of

some form exist in almost any institution where research of
any type is carried on concerning man and the world around
him.

These chambers may range from a small

box to an entire multistory building.

semi.~portable

The cost and perfor-

mance of these chambers varies as widely; although the cost
is not necessarily in proportion to the performance.

Due to the limited length of this paper we will consider the details and factors concerned with one particular
environment chamber.

This chamber is located in the Demon-

stration Room of the Agricultural and Biological Engineering
Building at Mississippi State University; State College,
Hississippi.
Before discussing particulars of the chamber at State
College, there are some general requirements in the structural and operational control of a chamber that must be met
before one can consider any enclosed space as an environment
chamber.
1.}

2.1

They are:
Gene ral structural requirements
A.)

Basic framework and construction

B.)

Vapor barriers

C.)

Th ermal insulation

Operation control systems requirements
A.}

Temperature control

B. l

.Hoisture control

C.l

Air movement and exchange control

D .1

Electrical and vzater requirements

GENERAL STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS
Basic

Framer:~:::>rk

and Con s tru cti on

An environme nt chambe r may be thought of a s a "large
container."

Depe nding u pon the planned use of the chamber,

the size is of major imp ortance for t wo reas ons.

If the

chamber is e x c ess ively lar g e in relation to the n e eded s p ac e ,
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the economics of operation may not justify its use.

Too

small a space does not allow for the proper experimental
use and convenience of the room.

Whenever designing a

chamber, plan enough space for the largest experiment
planned in the future plus some additional convenience
area.

When a set amount of money is available for the

chamber construction, any saved in proper size planning
might be well spent in some other phase of construction
such as operational controls.
The basic framework and building structure must be
sturdy, easily assembled, and tightly constructed.
Locally available materials should be used when possible

..

to reduce cost and insure an adequate and readily available source of material.

Quality should not be sacrificed

for inferior basic construction.

Work and material vrhich

are of high quality in this phase '.•Till save expense and
annoyance later during vapor proofing and thermal insulation.

The better the job done here, the less work required

later.

Mistakes made here are many times difficult and

expensive to correct during final stages in construction
When a choice of building materials is availab le, one
should give consideration to their individual physical
characteristics.

Their thermal conductivity as v!ell as

their respective water or 1noisture absorption properties
should be examined.

li'Tood for instance, does not conduct

heat as readily as roasonary materials.

Hasonary materials

are also notorious for their inability to form an adequate

moisture barrier.

Steel or metals make an excellent moisture

barrier when properly assembled; however, most metals have a
high rate of thermal conductivity which requires additional
thermal insulation.

Some combination of materials may be

necessary to acquire the desired physical characteristics
needed in the basic structure.
In some cases of chambers with high relative humidities or moisture contents combined with vlarm temperatures, microorganisms become a contaminating influence on
the structure as well as the experiment.

If such condi-

tions will exist in the chamber, one must select a building
material which is resistant to the actions of these microorganisms.

Many times the treatment of the building

material to resist these microorganisms is the most desirable approach to the solution of the problem.
Many factors must be considered in the basic structure
of the chamber.

There is no set formula or calculation

that can be performed to yield an answer.

The individual

who designs the chamber mus t do subjective reasoning to
decide his materials, size, type, and use of the chamber.
Wrong decisions and mistakes in this phase of the chamber
\.'lill make subsequent stages difficult to design and construct.

Vapor Barriers
Regulation of moisture in the

cham~er,

whether it

is maintained at a high or lm'>l level, is greatly enhanced

s
by the installation of some form of a vapor barrier.
Water is lost or obtained by two means.

Movement of

moisture directly by absorption or deabsorption through
the walls, floors, and ceiling of the chamber.

Moisture

will condense on the walls, floors, or ceiling and be
lost to the atmosphere outside the chamber if one is trying to maintain a high moisture content.

This is especially

true with masonary materials such as cinder blocks.

If

the chamber is at a low relative humidity or moisture content, the condensation or vapor seepage through from the
outside will necessitate the removal in some fashion of
the excess moisture.
The second major factor in moisture loss is loss of
air which contains the moisture.
tion and related occurances.

This is from infiltra-

If low moisture air is lost

to the outside additional ,...,ater must be removed from the
air that replaces it.

Loss of high moisture air requires

addition of more v.1ater.

In either case such a flucation of

moisture content could have been prevented by an adequate
vapor barrier.
Placement of the vapor barrier depends on the convenience of the person designing the chamber.

The effect-

iveness of ti,_e barrier is not significantly affected by
the placement of the barrier either on the inside or outside of the chamber.

Neatness, type, and ease of place-

ment are the only factors in deciding the placement of the
vapor barrier.
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Many types of vapor barriers are available. . Spreadable pastes or liquid adhesives, Styrofoam or Urethane,
and thin plastic or polyethylene films are the most common
ones in use.

Caulking of joints and corners is sometimes

all that is necessary when the basic building material
itself is a vapor barrier.
Any type of materials

lS

satisfactory as long as it

has a high resistance to vapor transfer and is tightly
fitted.

It is important to seal all cracks, holes, and

openings to insure the continuity of the vapor barrier.
Doors can be a problem in the continuity of a vapor
barrier in an environment chamber.

They should be -:.vell

insulated, tightly fitted and kept closed as much as
possible.

~~en

there is frequent traffic through a door,

air lock and reduces moisture and temperature variation
considerably.

Thermal Insulation
If the temperature is to be controlled, the chawber
must also be well insulated to reduce heat transmission
through the structure.

The thickness of insulation re-

quired depends upon the type of insulation and the

dif~

ierential between the outside and inside temperatures.
In the South a 65°F chamber would require about 3 inches
of Styrofoam or 3 inches of blanket insulation on the
walls and ceiling.

If the temperature is lo'tlered to 40°F,

7
4 inches Styrofoam or 2 inches of Urethane would ·be required.
Thermal insulation is many times incorporated in the
same building materials that are used for a vapor barrier.
Styrofoam and Urethane, when tightly butted and overlapped, then joints sealed with a mastic tape or some
caulking compou..nd,' form an excellent thermal as well as
vapor barrier.

Blanket insulation with a matallic foil

or layer of impermeable material makes a good vapor barrier
and thermal insulation when joints and cracks are sealed.
In construction, one must remember that when layers of
insulation are used the joints must be staggered as much
as possible.
When board insulation is used to stop thermal loss
or gain, a good adhesive should be used to apply the
boards to the chawber surface.

Some types of adhesives

are good vapor barriers when applied at the proper thickness.

As mentioned before all cracks and joints must be

well sealed.
If at all possible the floor of the chamber should be
insulated.

Leaving it without insulation or a vapor bar-

rier would be like le a ving the bottom out of a container.
A vapor barrier is relatively easy to place on a floor
by using a polyethy lene film under the floor.

Thermal in-

sulation may be more difficult but should be done.
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OPERATIONAL CONTROL SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS

Temperature Control
At any given time, the air temperature is in a state
of change.

~.Vhether

it is going up or down depends on the

inside temperature as compared to the outside.

There-

fore, some physical means must exist to counterbalance
the influx or loss of heat.
Due to the differences in experiments, the temperature which must be maintained in the chamber varies from
low temperatures to high temperatures as compared to the
outside temperature.

For this reason the air must be

conditioned by adding or removing heat.

This requires a

refrigeration unit and a heating unit.

Being on separate

electric al circuits, they req uire t wo sets of controls.
A high -limit control must be provided for ac-tivation
of the refrigeration unit.

A separate thermostat or

low~

limit control must be provided for the heating unit.
Since the relative air temperature change is usually in only
one direction over a given period of time, it is v e ry unlikely that the refrigeration and heating unit would, in a
sense, be competing against one another.
The type of h e ating and refrigeration unit used in the
chamber would de pend on preference or locally a:va i lan le
means.

In a 12' x 12' x 8' chamber, a commercial room air

conditioner would effect sufficient cooling if
able temperature is not too low , say 4QOF F.

tl~

desir-

An electrical heater of about 1500 watts capacity would
supply sufficient heat to the same size room if the temperature is to be l00°F or less.

Both the heater and refrig-

eration unit should have a blo•ver, fan or other means of
circulating the air to insure a homogeneous temperature
throughout the chamber.

Moisture Control
As with the temperature, the moisture content of the
air in the chamber is in a constant state of change; the
direction depending upon the outside versus the inside
conditions.

Therefore, some means of detecting and

sensing this change is needed to activate or deactivate a
humidifie r or dehumidifier; whichever the situation

In the addition of moisture, steam, open water blown
by a fan, or vaporizer may be used.

Removal may be ac-

complished by a refrigeration or desiccant type dehumidfier.
The best type would be a commercially available one.

De-

pending on the conditions (temperature, humidityl, the type
most suited to removal should be considered.

The efficiency

of either type is determined by the conditions existing in
the chamber.

Air Hovement and Exchange Control
Movement of t he air to some degree is a must.

In

order to obtain a homogeneous condi tion ln the entire
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chamber, conditioned air must be circulated.

The temp-

erature or humidity control units may be equipped with a
fan or blower and often this is enough. .
auxiliary means must be provided.

If not, an

This is usually a simple

problem to solve.

Electrical and Water

Requi~ements

.Because of the diversity of experiments to be conducted in a chamber, ample electrical circuits must be
provided.

All of the stationary equipment (heaters, re-

frigeration units, dehumidifiers and humidifiers) should
be on a separate circuit each to prevent overloading.
Lighting and convenience outlets should be plentiful
Water is needed in the operation of the chamber.
Generally the requirement is not too high.
the planned use of the

cham~er,

clude an adequat e water supply.

Depending on

the designer should inThis includes water for

the humidi fier.

ENVIRONr·1ENT CHAlviBE R NO.
W~th

1

regard to specifics, it is desirable to look at a

particular envi r onme nt chambe r.

As me ntioned before, the

Agricultural and Biological Engineering Departme nt at
Mississipp i State University has an environment chamber
from which much of the informa tion in this paper was derived.

Alth ough several people have been involve d in the

I I

building and operation of this chamber, I would like to
consolidate the total information about this chamber into
this Hork.
In the original construction of the building, a storage
room was incorporated into the Demonstration Room.

As the

need arose for a more precise environment, it was decided tp
convert this storage room into an e11:vironment chamber.

Al-

though this is not the ideal situation for the complete design of a chamber, excellent \'70rk has been done with the
materials at hand.

It might be mentioned that the cost of

the conversion of this room into an environment chamber has
been relatively inexpensive .

GENER~L

CONSTRUCTION

Basic Framework and Construction
The vlhole building, as well as the chamber, has a reinforce d, smooth finish c6ncrete floor approximately 6" to
8" thick.

The floor of the chamber sets on a platfc;>rm \vhich

has an elevation 18" higher than the remainder of the
building's floor.
The walls of the chamber consist of c e ramic and cinder
blocks.

The c erami c blocks extend u p from the floor for a

distance of 30 inches .

The total

~hickness

of this portion

of the wal l is 1 inch wider than the cinder blocks.

The

remai ning height of the wall is obtained by the use of cinder
blocks which , when finished, . give a wa ll approximately gu
thick.

The back or east wall has a layer of bricks on the

outs ide 'Vval l of the building.

The north wal l of t ELe c hamber

ll
is a. corrunon wall between it and another environment chamber
of different design.

The south and west walls are to the in-

side of the Demonstration room.
The ceiling or roof of the chamber is a self-supporting
reinforced concrete type.
building.

It is no·t a corrunon roof with the

There is a space of 4' between the two.

Both

sides of the ceiling of the environment chamber have a layer
of plaster.

The plaster on the lower side has an advantage

which will be mentioned in the discussion of the vapor
barrier and thermal insulation.

The space bebveen the two

provides an excellent site for the placement of the refrigeration unit, humidifier, dehumidifier, heating unit, and
electrical system so as to be convenient yet out of the way
as far a s eye appeal is concerned.
h":\C""
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situated as such.

Vap or Ba r riers
Three materials mentioned previously were used in the
vapor proofing of the chamber.

A spreadable adhesive,

Sty~

rofoam, and Urethane were all us e d in some portion of the
chamber as a v apo r b arrier.

This

l S

an examp le of a locally

available, abundant supp ly of ma terial.
The c e iling and walls are vapor proofed by an a dhesive
and Urethane.
~;..z a s

The sprea dable adhesive (Paxel Foamstik 161DL

ap p lie d in a uniform i/8" lay er to the structure ba s ic -

ally a s a me an s of a pp l y in g the Ure t h ane .

Ho,lreve r, this
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adhesive has proved to be an ex cellent vapor barrier.

A 1"

layer of Urethane was placed on this adhesive and pressed
sufficiently to insure a strong bond.

A second layer of

adhesive was applied to the first layer of Urethane as was
done previously to the wall.
was then applied.

A

second 1" layer of Urethane

Care was taken to overlap layers so as not

to have two joints in the same position.

When possible these
(See Fig. 3)

layers should be at right angles to each other.

Vapor proofing of the floor was accomplished by applying a layer of adhesive 1/8" thick and placing a 3/4" layer
of Styrofoam to it as was done with the Urethane.

A second

layer of adhesive and Styrofoam v-rere placed on the first but
at a right angle to it.
from

traf fi c~

last

To prevent dama ge to the Styrofoam

a 3/8" layer of plywood was installed over the
Styrofoa111 but no adhesive

vias

used.

The ply..-

wood floor thus installed is easily removed for cleaning or
replacement if necessary.

(_See Fig. 21

The ceiling has a 1/4" layer of plY'·JOod.

Long big""'

headed natils through the Urethane and adhesive into the
concrete hold the plywood in place.

The plas ter on the

ceiling seemed to give a much bette:c bond

to the adhesive

than the smooth floor.

This may be due to the rough n ess or

pores in the plaster.

Doubtless the nails through the bar-

rier gctve some support.

However, the rough po rous cinder

blocks which are compaLab le to the plaster, exhibited excellent holding pov1er with the adhesive as compared to the
smooth floor.
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Thermal Insulation
The use of Styrofoam and Urethane, both of which have
a low thermal conductivity coefficients, as a vapor barrier
gave excellent thermal insulation.

This incorporation of

a vapor barrier and thermal insulation has reduced the cost
and accommodation requireme nts that \vould have resulted from
t~,ro

separate operations.
When the chamber \vas first constructed, the door or

entrance was a double door typ e air lock.

The doors were

ordinary wooden household type doors with a layer of Urethane
nailed to them.

An air lock between them, Emil t

plywood, was covered with Urethane also.

out of

A considerable

amount of work was done to make it an efficient means of
thermal an.d vap or insulation.

For some reason or reasons,

Recently a freezer or cold room type door (Jameson Bros.}
was installed without an air lock.

The proper installation

and mainJcenance of this door has r es ulted in superior
tion of the
trance.

cha~b e r

opera~

as comp a r ed to the previous type of

en~

Outsi de of the refrigeration unit, this has been

the single largest expenditure on the cha:.mber .

Tlle cost of

this door has been we ll worth the expense.
'l'o insure that all joints, cracks, holes, and openings
were

sea~ed

in the thermal and v apor barrier of Sty rofoam,

Urethane and adhesive; a caulking comp ound
ing compound} ;:,.ras used.

~AP

white caulk-

For a ppea rances, as we ll as an added

cautio n , a 2 11 wide stripe of silver duct or refrigeration
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tape was placed over the same joints, etc., as the caulking
compound .

(S ee Fig. 3}

Even at high tempera-tures and relative humidities,
none of these materials have shown adverse effects due to
microorganisms.

At the writing of this paper there is a pro-

lific growth of fungi which has created a disagreeable odor
but no harmful effects on the material.

A strong solution

of disinfectant, which is not chemically reactive with the
Styrofoam or

UreD~ane,

will easily rid the chamber of this

problem before the next experiment.
The finished inside dimension of the compl eted chamber
are 10'7" X 7'10" x 8'0".

(See Fig. 11

This size has been

adequate to date for all experiment conducted in the chamber.
If more room is required in the future, the adjacent chamber
will be redes igned to meet the same requirements and capabilities of the present chamber .

OPERATIONAL CONTROL SYSTE1'15

Temperature Control
With relation to temperature, the chaJDber

~ras

designed

for temperatures a few degrees above freezing to 100°+F.
As with the size, this tempera-ture r a nge has been wide enough.
for those experiments that have neede d use of t he chaiP.ber.
Heating of th e ch ambe r is accomr- lis hed by use of an
electric coil heater with fan

~rvin

1500 watt 120/240 volts [.

A Fenwa l bime tallic thermos tat is us e d as a low""'limit control
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ture.

The room air conditioner is just not designed for such

low tempe ratures.

Moisture Control
In the moisture level maintenance of the chamber, two
units are used to regulate the amount of moisture in the air.
The humidifier is a stationary permanent installation while
the dehumidifier is a portable model.
Near the thermostats in each chamber is located a

hum~

istat or humidity sensing element (_Hygrodynamic, Inc. Model
15 - 3205}.

There is a complete set (8 plugs} for the

c hamber and a set of plugs.
trolled by this humistat.

Only the humidifier is conThe d ehumidifier (Westinghouse

Hodel 25 -6 .2 pts./24hrs ) has a built- in humistat.
The humidifier is a set of two pans
blm.zing across them .
and above the heater.

~v ith

a fan each_

They are located just in front of
Thus far they have been adequate for

maintaining 85% relative humidity at 85o F .
During a recent evaluation of the chambe r to determine
its efficiency, a room v aporiz e r, much like the ones used
in homes , was able to supp ly enough moisture to r ep lace that
lost in a 24 hour pe riod.

Some type of permanent fixture

might be . installed if the addition of steam would not· cause
the temperature to increase above the d es ired leve l.

The

one u sed in the evaluation proved to be q uite satisfactory .
When the moisture content of the air i s high,
sation occurs on the meta l parts of the doo r .

conden~

It would b.e
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units are used to regulate the amount of moisture in the air.
The humidifier is a stationary permanent installation while
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Near the thermostats in each chamber is located a

hum~

istat or humidity sensing element (_Hygrodynamic, Inc. Model
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There is a complete set (8 plugsl for the

c hamber and a set of plugs.
trolled by this humistat.

Only the humidifier is conThe d ehumidifier

~restinghou se

Hodel 25 -6 .2 pts ./24hrs ) has a built-in humistat.
The humidifier is a set of t wo pans l,:vith a fan each_
blm.zing across them.
and above the heater.

They are located just in front of
Thus far they have been adequate for

maintaining 85% relative humidity at 850F.
During a recent evaluation of the chambe r to determine
its efficiency, a room vaporizer, much like the ones used
in homes , \'ras able to supply enough moisture to r ep lace that
lost in a 24 hour p eriod.

Some t ype of permanent fixture

might be . installed if the addition of steam would not· cause
the temperature to increase above the d es ired leve l.

The

one us ed in the evaluation proved to be q uite satisfactory.
When the moisture content of the air is high,
sat ion occurs on the metal parts of the doo r .

conden~

I t \vould be

a good objective to place a heating strip on the metal to
keep the temperature of the metal parts above t he dev.rpoint.
The accurate con·trol of the chamber depends to a large
degree on the exterior atmospheric conditions.

For instance,

if the ambient humidity is 85%, it will be very difficult to
obtain a 20% relative humidity in the chamber.

Likewise, if

ambient temp etature is so°F, it is very difficult to obtain
an inside temperature of · 4o°F.
In general, only the instruments needed to overcome
ambient conditions are operated.

For example, when condi-

tions outside the chamber are 70°F and one would like 60°F
inside, use only the air conditioner.
for humidification.

The same holds true

Hm..vever, if ambient and chamber con-

ditions are very close, one may wish to use both units that
control the same atmospheric condition.

Accurate chamb er

con·trol requires th at o ne use some judgement as to which
regulating unit should or should not be in operation.

Air Movement and Exchange Control
Fans from the heater, air conditioner, humidifier,
and dehumidifier keep th e air circulating constantly.

As

long as one of these units is in operation there h as been no
need for another fan.

As an added precaution hm,lever , an

oscillating fan is placed in the chamber for use by the
experimenter if he so desires.

)'/

Electrica l and Water Capabilities
A total o f 16 convenience outlets
vided in the chamber.
of eight outlets each.
chamber.

(See Fig. 4)

low-limit thermostat.

(120 volts) are pro -

There are two circuits with a total
Three 220 volt circuits are in the
One is however, controlled by the
The heater is plugged into this one

so as to have a means to shut off the heater without throwing the circuitbreaker outside the chamber.
Water to the chamber for both experimental use and humidifiers is supplied by a single 1" galvaniz e d pipe.

Copper

tubing from this pipe extends to the humidifiers across the
room.

At high moisture contents in the chamber, the pipe

has a conside rable amount of conden sation on it.

This liquid

water dr ip s and splashes on experimental material in the
chamb er if some means is not provided to contain it.

The

best solution to the probl em would be to place a heating
strip, like the one sugges t ed for the meta l parts of the
door, on the pipe.

Recording Devices
As a means of recording the t empera ture and n umidity
changes in th e ch arr0er , a Foxboro

~ -day

circul ar recorder is

located in the chamb er o n the south wall.

Since this

re~

corder do e s not maintain accurat e calibration, during critical test periods a digit a l thermometer and

d e~rp oinJc

hy-

drometer are used to check the temperature and moisture con tent

resp e ctively of the ch anilier .
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EVALUATION OF CHAMBER NO. 1

During a recent experiment conduc·ted at high temperatures and relative humidities, a record was kept of the day
to day fluctuation of the temperature and dewpoint both inside and outside of the chanilier.

By measuring the amount of

moisture expended from a room vaporizer to maintain the needed
conditions inside the chamber; the number of air changes inside the chamber per hour was calculated.
An average of 209 7. S grams of \vater was needed per day
to maintain the conditions.

This was calculated to be an

average of 0.4S8 changes of air per hour.

Compared to the

average room in the home, this is 10 times as efficient.
Although this seems like a small number, one must remember
that the

times daily during the test period.

The air changes per hour

could have been reduced even farther if some means was devised to reduce the number of times the door must be opened.
The opening of the door was the greatest single cause of
moisture loss during the tes·t.
With this small amount of air changes per hour the dewpoint never varied more than 0. S°C.
tion was recorded only once.

'T'}-~e

This amourft of varia-

remaining dewpoint measur-

Hiern:.::> ::>howed they maintained a constant l8. 0°C.

r.rhe de\v-

point temperature outside varied from -4.0°C. to 9.S°C or a
difference of 13. s 0 c.

The trend of the de-vrpoin·t followed

that of the temperature outside the chamber closely.
Fig. 5 & 6)

(See

A:J.so the amount of moisture added tended to

21
follow the flutuation of the dewpoint.

(S ee Fig. 6

&

7)

The temperature inside th e chamber varied more than the
dewpoint but this was the r es ult of a difference in reaction
time of the sensing dev ices measuri ng them.

The temperature

inside vari e d only 0.7°C while the outside varied 4.1°C.
The outside temperature measurements were taken in the Demonstration Room surrounding the chamber.

No measurements were

taken outside the building, although one wall of the chamber
was an outside wall for the building.

Since these measure-

ments were taken in March this could have been a source of
the variation.
~fhen

the chamber is first being calibrated for an ex-

periment, the temperature reach es equilibrium at a very fast
rate and is stabilized after a n hour or two.

However, the

moisture content h as a slower reaction time due to th e method
of sensing the change and also of the procedure for adding
mois~ ure

to th e air.

Using the stationary humidifier in

the room itsel f as the source of moisture for maintaining
the conditions requires a day or two for re a ching equilibrium .
When the vaporizer was us ed in the tests, it took only six
to seven hours to reach equil ibrium.

However , the vaporizer

also added heat as well as moisture to the ai r.

When the

temperature is c r itica l this would not b e the method to
use in maintaining the moisture content of the chamber .

Genera l Discussion
The most recent users of the c hamber have stated that
in their experiments the chamber provided an excellent means,

22
in their opinion, of controlling the environment so as to
obtain trends in the results which would have been impossible
to obtain otherwise.
This, along with the experimental data itself, illustrates the capabilities of a lmv cost, multiuse environment
chamber.

The true test of the chamber is whether or not it

provides a microenvironment from which the experimenter can
evaluate his results to make valid conclusions about the true
conditions which prevail in the microenvironment.

Thus far

environment chamber No. 1 has succeeded giving excellent
results.
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Schmatic of environment chamb er #1 .
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